Still Water Leader Rigs from GBF Experts

**Gene Goss**

13’ to 17’ total length

- 10’ tapered nylon to 3x
- 3-7’ 6-8# bulk fluoro
- (one fly only)

*Notes: Gene uses only 1 fly. His fluorocarbon is Berkley Vanish on the 110yd spools.*

**Jim Holmes**

13’ to 17’ total length

- 10’ tapered nylon to 3x
- 3-7’ 6-8# bulk fluoro
- 18” 4# fluoro
- optional 2nd fly

*Notes: Same as Gene except on the optional 2nd fly.*

**Scott Vaughn**

10’ total length

- 4’ of 15# fluoro*
- 6’ of 8# fluoro
- 18” 4# fluoro
- loop to loop
- optional 2nd fly

*Notes: Scott uses all fluorocarbon. Likes loop-to-loop connection for faster tippet replacement.*

Options:
1) Nail knot attachment to main fly line vs. looped butt section; A very long leader is hard to attach via loop to loop.
2) Replace knots with tippet ring or small swivel (Spro #10, black). Swivels can reduce twisting and tangles with streamers.
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